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ABOUT THE REPORT

Why you should read this...

A

bout a year and a half ago, the Germany-based
consulting group Schickler approached WANIFRA about possibly collaborating on a research
report to examine how Artificial Intelligence is being
adopted and implemented by news publishers. Schickler
itself had recently invested in data and AI expertise to
meet the growing demands of their clients.

We were keen to pursue the cooperation, but the timing came on the heels of a similarly themed report (and
cooperation with the University of Finland) about News
Automation. That report covered many of the basics of
automation for news operations, but more specifically
on news creation. Therefore, we thought it made more
sense to pursue this report with Schickler with a slightly
different and more focused angle around the role AI is
playing with reader revenue and editing.
The basis of the report is built around a global survey of
data specialists at news media operations, commercial
executives and editors. The survey features the most
common use cases today for news publishers
– again, restricted to reader revenue and editing – as
we tried to gauge the current state of adoption, and the
importance they place on AI within the next three years.
In the second part of the report, we present five case
studies of news publishers who have implemented AI use cases such as dynamic paywall control,
churn prediction modelling, automatic surfacing of
archive content or automatic creation of soccer game
reports. These cases, some curated and updated from our
events, highlight not only the effectiveness of AI adoption
but also its potential as most are looking at "What's next"
possibilities and developing projects and tools. Naturally,
these also show some of the challenges with experiments
or usage. That proves just as valuable as successes...
But what is absolutely certain is AI and automation are
clearly on the minds of publishers today. Our survey,
as well as other surveys from our World Press Trends
project and events, bear that out. In general, more than
75 percent of publishers say AI will play a crucial
role in the success of their business within the
next three years.
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How important will AI be for the success of
your business in 2024?
Irrelevant
Not so important

8%
15%
42%

Important
Very important

35%

Indeed we have come a long way with AI, even though
the actual adoption rate is quite low globally
compared to other industries. That is not a huge
surprise. I recall when we working on the News Automation report and Carl-Gustav Linden, who spearheaded
much of the research on that report and is a leading
expert on the topic in the industry, expressed his frustration with the way the industry was dragging its feet with
the adoption of AI. The same message came from some of
the providers of AI trying to break into the news industry.
But as always, once that handful of publishers show the
way, and the business case can be made, we're off and
running. At least that seems where we are today.
What is refreshing is this is not relegated to just
publishers with deep pockets, nor to the usual pioneers in the business. Small publishers all over the
world are innovating, partnering, developing AI solutions
for their companies. We didn't highlight as many of those
here as we would like, but we will update this report and
our news site with other examples very soon.
A big thanks to Schickler for their massive
contribution to this and their perseverence through
the pandemic, weekly video calls, amid all the many
demands of their business. Specifically, a big shoutout to
Ole Martin of Schickler, one of the data brains there and
on this project. We look forward to discussing the report
and this topic with them in upcoming webinars and
events. Please reach out to me if you have an AI use case
you want to share.
– Dean Roper, Director of Insights, WAN-IFRA

About the Report

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key takeaways of this report
WW Publishers banking on AI for its business:
Despite a slow rate of adoption, nearly 77 percent of
publishing executives responding to our global survey
said AI will be important for the success of their
business in 2024. Of that, 35 percent said it would be
very important.

WW Algorithm allergies clearing up for editors: Indeed, the near taboo that was once associated with AI
as it pertains to journalism is clearly fading, or even a
moot point, as newsrooms and their editors lean into
the benefits of automation. It doesn't mean they are
giving up on Einstein's "The only real valuable thing
is intuition" when it comes to having the final say.

WW Reader revenue use cases abound: Some of
those benefits are clearly the role AI can play in
reader revenue strategies: Helping to surface content,
placement on home pages, predicting churn, propensity to subscribe, automated content creation like
sports results that has a long tail play in retention and
even triggers for subscriptions, dynamic paywalls,
eliminating some of tedious, mundane tasks so journalists can focus on creating deeper, quality content.

WW The power of positive results: And when newsrooms start to see these actions turn into positive
results, it can have a knock-on effect of buying into
automation as a true benefit vs. a threat. Not to mention getting more buy-in for more investment, whether that is in tools or resources.

WW It can be expensive, but...: AI innovation and
investment is not just for the marquee publishers
around the world as small publishers (across the
globe) have already adopted AI in many facets of their
activities. Whether it is through in-house development or partnering with startups, universities / labs
or other publishers, there are ways to get on board.
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WW Now the reality on the ground...: Actual adoption and implementation appears to tell a different
story, at least when we conducted our survey nearly
a year ago. That indicates that while there is enthusiasm to invest in AI in the near future, nearly 50% of
respondents said they have not adopted AI usage thus
far; 19 percent have implemented multiple cases and
only 11 percent fully implementing one case.

WW Internal struggles: Any adoption of a new technology brings its own set of obstacles and challenges,
and AI is certainly not an exception. While there
are a number of cases globally of small publishers
implementing AI, publishers told us (in our survey)
their biggest challenge is a lack of funding in the
budget and time compared with other projects. Not
far behind this is the difficulty in developing actual
production-ready AI use cases.

WW Core use cases identified: Most publishers have
indicated that many of the key use cases associated
with reader revenue and other editorial practices are
planned to be in practice by 2024, so it is clearly in
their road map.

WW Data resource shortcoming: For most publishers
to reach that goal of having AI playing a critical role
in the success of their business by 2024, there also
needs to be a bigger commitment to their overall data
strategies and infrastructure. That means investment
in expertise (staff), finding champions within the
organisation, but generally geting their data blueprint
in order.

WW Providers plentiful: To help, there is no shortage
of technology providers (and consultants) to assist
news publishers on their journey. Just check out our
member suppliers on page 28 to connect with that
precious part of the industry.

Executive Summary
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INTRODUCTION

Making the case for AI:
not a big stretch anymore
In recent years Artificial Intelligence (''AI'') has made its way from
being a theoretical concept known only from science fiction movies to
playing an essential role in our everyday lives. We talk to our favorite
smart speakers, drive cars that can maneuver highways autonomously
and consume music and videos that are recommended to us by intelligent algorithms. Hardly any industry has been put under as much
pressure by this trend as the media and news publishing industry.
New competitors from Silicon Valley exploit AI to enhance alternative media distribution channels, and the
integrity of journalism has been attacked by automatically created fake news. However, as we have already seen,
AI also offers a vast range of opportunities to the news
publishing industry. Generally speaking, these include
ways for creating better and more individualised digital
products as well as improving and automising standard
business processes.
To circumnavigate any discussion on a specific definition
of AI, use cases mentioned here are mostly related to
reader revenue strategies and newsrooms and encompass
applications of machine learning algorithms as well as
other advanced statistical methods that might not be
considered to be AI in a stricter sense.

Strong appetite for AI investment,
but still a long way to go
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These numbers place the news publishing industry at a
median AI adoption rate among traditional industries.
Nevertheless, compared to tech companies with whom
news publishers compete for digital attention, news publishers are at a very early stage of AI adoption. To close
this gap by 2024 heavy investments are planned both of
monetary nature and in terms of employee headcount for
data-related tasks.
Across the various AI use cases we mentioned in the survey, we found low adoption rates in 2021 but plans and
adoption rates by 2024 were much higher, particularly
for reader revenue strategies (dynamic paywalls, user
behaviour/churn prediction, content evaluation). The
predictions of conversion likelihood and churn were cited
by respondents as very important for future business
success. Within the area of editing, both AI use cases
supporting content creation and content distribution
are considered to be very relevant by news publishers.
Among the use cases most frequently classified as very
important were personalisation and automatic content
moderation.

In last year’s World Press Trends survey and report, 76
percent of news publishers identified AI as an important
part of their success over the next three years. That same
belief was reaffirmed in our AI survey we conducted last
year for this report: 77 percent of news publishers said
that by 2024 the successful adoption of AI use cases will
be important or very important for the overall success of
their business. Yet, 70% of our respondents said they had
not yet fully implemented any AI use case.

And it’s not just larger newsrooms, with deeper pockets
and perhaps a longer runway for innovation, that are
investing in this technology. Nor is it relegated to the
oft-cited publishers in Europe or the US. In fact, as we
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Demystifying AI… no need anymore?

AI Use Cases: Ranked by relevance*
Reader Revenue

Content Creation

Content Distribution

1.

Prediction of
conversion-likelihood

1.

Automatic content
planning

1.

Automatic link placement
in articles

2.

Prediction of
churn-likelihood

2.

Automatic content
adaptation

2.

Personalised web pages

3.

Market-Based-Pricing

3.

Automatic content
creation

3.

Personalised newsletters

4.

Individualised Paywall

4.

Automatic content
moderation

5.

Chatbots in
customer service

5.

Automatic content
extension

6.

Automatic creation
of topic pages

7.

Automatic resurfacing
of archive content

* According to our global survey of news media.

saw in this year’s World Press Trends survey, the gulf in
the importance (and planned investment) attributed to
Automation, AI and Machine Learning is more striking,
and perhaps, surprising, i.e. developing countries place
a huge importance compared to developed countries. In
fact, a report by The Fix showcases that innovation in
Latin America and Eastern Europe: The report finds that
management of paywalls and subscriptions are the most
widely used AI applications in both LatAm and CEE.
Indeed, the near taboo that was once associated with
AI as it pertains to journalism is clearly fading, or even
a moot point, as newsrooms and their editors lean into
the clear benefits of automation. It sounds like a cliche,
but it is true: the advantages of automating mundane
processes allows journalists to focus more on their core
principles of creating quality content. But increasingly
as the surveys showed, the intelligence side of AI is also
winning over editors and journalists as it pertains to
reader revenue strategies.
A lot of analytics tools inform the newsroom about what
stories are trending and when, but many of the AI tools
already on the market and in practice today help to predict more accurately which stories will be read, and more
importantly, which stories will convert and retain based
on historical data around subscriptions and engagement.
"I think that [the reluctance to use AI] has completely
changed, at least in our newsroom,” said Adrian Basson,

AI Report

Editor-in-Chief of News24 in South Africa, in a session
dedicated to AI during WAN-IFRA’s World News Media
Congress in early December 2021. “Analytics are much
smarter now than purely page views. Analytics and
specifically AI tools help us to convert casual readers into
subscribers and actually build a reader revenue business
that tacitly has helped to increase the size of our newsroom so we can create better journalism. That is a beautiful cycle that The New York Times has championed for
all of us to see: the more you invest in your journalism,
through more subscriptions, the bigger your newsroom is,
the better your journalism becomes.”
News24 launched a freemium paywall in August of 2020,
putting about 20 percent of its content behind the subscription wall. The site had already worked with AI and
machine learning to help moderate its comments section,
but then took a new step by working with The Globe and
Mail’s technology (see page 18) to get directly involved in
ranking news stories, prioritising times to publish, and
conversion predictions. News24 reached 45,000 subscriptions in just over one year’s time, Basson said.

AI is for all takers,
given the willingness to collaborate

While
costs can potentially be a barrier to investing in
and implementing AI tools – the same goes for any new
technology – even small publishers can get in the game.

Executive Summary
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The key lies in collaboration, both internally and
externally. Naturally,

larger publishers might have
in-house resources on their data teams to deploy AI
tools, or they can hire those skill sets, or just work
with an AI vendor more easily than a small publisher. But they should strongly consider tapping into
a vast ecosystem of startups, labs and universities,
and even other like-minded news publishers, to
partner with.
Regardless of the size, starting on one project that
your operation can feasibly cope with but has a solid
impact can lay the groundwork for successfully
proving the worth of the tools, breeding confidence
to both your newsroom and management.
That confidence is crucial as we have learned from
even larger news groups which sometimes face internal battles with not only getting editors and journalists onboard, but also their own dispersed tech teams.
For example, perhaps they already developed a churn
model built on not-so-up-to-date techniques, and are
reluctant to listen to a new set of specialists offering
better modelling predictions. Then there is sometimes the challenge of budgeting squabbles: the data/
tech team has to justify the investment in AI, but
when it works and revenue increases, that is more
reflected (and rewarded) in the commercial teams.

Finding champions
With any “new” game-changing technology, you
need to not only have the buy-in from the editors but
also real champions in the newsroom to embrace
the technology and show others what is possible and
the positive, possible outcomes of such a new tool
and working culture. Depending on how advanced
a newsroom is in its digital transformation, there
are likely to be analytics editors embedded in the
newsroom already. ....

Of course transparency and communication are always
crucial, especially with any sort of change like this where
journalists might feel uncomfortable or threatened in
some way. It is important to show results and, especially
when something works well, to celebrate and acknowledge best-practice. "If there is one area that needs to
be demystified more than almost any other, it's AI and
machine learning as it applies to journalism,” said John
Hassell, Senior Vice President and Editorial Director
at Advance Publications in the US who also spoke with
Basson during the AI panel discussion.
Basson said while he views AI as a great tool to help his
newsroom, you still don’t “hand over the keys” completely
to an algorithm. “We have had great success so far, but
our editors and staff still have control over the crucial
editorial decisions we make and will continue to do so.
… it would be foolhardy of us to ignore the risks that we
have seen around the world in the past five to six years, in
terms of manipulation, misinformation, echo chambers
existing in publications, so I think we will have to be
quite cautious as we move into a more automated future,
in terms content ranking and placement ... to really
manage and mitigate the risks around sentiment analysis,
around political analysis. … All that said, I don't view AI
tools or technology as a particular threat to that."

Getting there…
As our survey shows, while there seems to be general
enthusiasm for embracing AI – and there are numerous
examples already – news publishers face quite a big task
of increasing AI adoption. This does not only include
the sole development of AI use cases, but to achieve
successful AI adoption, data teams need to be created
or enlarged and the general transformation to a more
data-driven culture needs to accelerate.
The case studies on the following pages span just some
of the possibilities of how AI can help news publishers
monetise content. There are many more stories out there,
as mentioned in Latin America, Eastern Europe, Africa
and Asia. We will continue to highlight those in updates
of this report and on our news platforms.
When we published our News Automation report two
years ago, many of the providers of automation solutions
expressed their general frustration with the news industry for dragging its feet. Two years on, it is clear news
publishers have awakened to the true possibilities of AI.
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26 to 28 April 2022 · Virtual Event
bodytext

subhead_12pt
WW body_indent

Newsroom Summit 2022
and CMS Solutions Day
Strategies propelling the newsroom:
27 and 28 April
Newsroom strategists will meet again virtually and share
what has worked well in the last year and some great ideas
to explore in the next months.
Is there an editorial challenge that obsesses your management
team? Why not share it with us? We’re looking for your input
on the key sessions at the Newsroom Summit – joining the
inspirational team of newsroom leaders and advisors that have
worked with us over the last few years.
Past Speakers:
Hannah Sarney, Head of Audience Engagement,
Financial Times, United Kingdom
Elske Schouten, Deputy Editor-in-Chief, NRC,
The Netherlands
Ingeborg Volan, Editor for publishing strategy and visual
journalism, WEF Board member, Dagens Næringsliv, Norway
Swantje Dake, Editor in Chief Digital,
Stuttgarter Zeitung, Germany
Thomas Thelen, Editor in Chief,
Aachener Zeitung, Germany
Dmitry Shishkin, Digital transformation, content strategy
and innovation consultant, WEF Board Member, UK
Nick Petrie, Head of Digital,
The Times & Sunday Times, UK
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CMS Solutions
Day is on 26 April!
CMS solutions Day is back:
a deep dive into the world
of content management
system, designed to help
publishing companies
around the world find the
best solutions to create
engaging and performing
contents with an optimal
use of their teams and
resources.
W Hear about smart ideas
and solutions from the best
CMS vendors
W Is your own CMS missing
key functionalities?
W Publishers will share their
suggestions on the CMS
selection process
Meet and hear from a selection of dedicated news
CMS solution providers – all
gathered in one virtual space!

Sign up on events.wan-ifra.org
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SURVEY & ANALYSIS

By 2024, AI vital to success
For this survey we collected answers from 54 news publishers from across the world. The survey respondents all
have leading positions within the departments of editing,
consumer revenue and data.

How many people do you employ in the
areas of editing, consumer marketing and
user subscription management?

Where are your headquarters?

34%

1-50
29%

51-100

29%

101-500
> 500

8%

Further, the publishers are at different digital transformation levels as their share of digital subscribers and digital revenue shows. The average share of digital subscribers and digital revenue was 25% and 24%.
■ Percentage digital subscribers of total subscribers
■ Percentage of digital revenue of total revenue
26%
24%

0-5%
20%

5-15%
15-500
> 500

The survey respondents work at publishers of all sizes
including small publishers with fewer than 50,000 subscribers as well as big groups with more than 1 million
subscribers.

How many subscribers do you reach per
day?
43%

< 50,000
37%

50,000 - 250,000

> 1,000,000

10
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13%
13%
41%
39%

We asked the survey respondents about their current
level of AI adoption as well as their expectations for the
relevance of AI in the industry in the coming years. In
the areas of consumer revenue and editorial, we asked
publishing executives about the use cases they have
implemented thus far, as well as planned use cases in
the coming years. In regards to data strategy, we asked
how they are currently working on AI use cases related to
organisational structures as well as technical setups.

15%

250,000-1,000,000

24%

6%

Survey & Analysis

Current state and expectations
for AI adoption

How important will AI be for the success of
your business in 2024?

At the moment, AI adoption is still at an early stage
within the news publishing industry. Roughly half of the
survey respondents said they do not use AI at all. Some
35% of publishers are at an early stage of AI adoption
either still experimenting with AI or having a first AI use
case implemented. Only 19% of publishers are already at
a mature stage of AI adoption having multiple AI use cases fully implemented. Compared to other industries, this
places the news publishing industry at an average state
for AI adoption. A recent McKinsey report1 found that
across industries 50% of companies use AI in one way
or another. However, compared to other digital media
outlets like video and audio platforms, news publishers
are still at a very early stage of AI adoption.

What is your level of AI implementation in
2021?
46%

No Ai usage
today

24%

Experimenting with
first Ai use cases
First Ai use case
fully implemented
Multiple Ai use cases
fully implemented

11%
19%

Contrary to the current state of AI adoption, newspaper publishers put high importance on AI use cases in
the coming years. 77% of publishers think the successful adoption of AI use cases will be important or very
important to their economic success by 2024. Only a
minority of 8% think that AI is completely irrelevant to
their business.

Irrelevant

8%
15%

Not so important

42%

Important
35%

Very important

Publishers therefore have a big gap to fill between their
business aspirations with AI and today’s reality of low
adoption. The pressure to implement multiple AI use
cases within the coming years could be palpable. On top
of that, they need to carry out organisational and cultural
changes so these AI use cases integrate seamlessly and
successfully with existing workflows.
But to achieve these goals, publishers say they do indeed
plan to invest heavily until 2024. From the specific
numbers the respondents gave us, we derive an average planned increase of the employee headcount with
data-related tasks of roughly 50% from 2021 to 2024.
Further, publishers plan to spend an average of 4% of the
total budget for the areas of editing, B2C marketing and
user subscription management on AI use cases.

How many people who have mostly data-related tasks (Data Scientists, Data
Analysts, Data Engineers) do you employ
in your organisation?
5 or less

38%
25%
31%

6-10
More than 10

62%

12%

■ Currently in 2021

31%

■ Planned in 2024

1
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/global-survey-the-state-of-ai-in-2020
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Any adoption of a new technology brings its own set
of obstacles and challenges, and AI is certainly not an
exception. Publishers told us their biggest challenge is
a lack of funding in the budget and time compared with
other projects. Not far behind this is the difficulty in developing actual production-ready AI use cases, followed
by identifying promising use cases and technically applying AI results to the business processes. Finding the right
people to build AI use cases does not seem to be a big
problem anymore: only 8% of publishers state that hiring
data talent is their biggest challenge for AI adoption.

What is the biggest challenge you face with
the adoption of AI?

AI use cases in reader revenue
Reader revenue might be the most natural fit for
news publishers to apply AI use cases. The customer
base is typically large, hence big datasets from customers
can be collected and automating processes in an intelligent manner creates huge leverage. We asked publishers
about the five most commonly applied AI use cases in the
media industry today. “Chatbots in customer service” is
the only use case not considered to be very relevant or
a key driver of success by the majority of the surveyed
publishers.
On the other end of the spectrum, predictions of
churn- and conversion-likelihood are the most
important AI use cases to publishers. It is interesting to see that while agreeing on the general relevance of
the AI use cases only few publishers valued them as “key
drivers of success.” This means that these use cases are
expected to positively benefit consumer revenues. However, it also suggests that they are not considered to be
indispensable for publishers' business processes.

How relevant do you think the
adoption of this use case is to the
success of your business?
Chatbots in
customer service

23%

Individualised
Paywall
Market-BasedPricing
Prediction of
churn-likelihood
Prediction of
conversion-likelihood

■ Irrelevant

54%

29%
15%
8

15%

57%
23%

14%

38%

8

23%

54%

14%

31%

64%

■ Relevant

8

21%

■ Very Relevant

■ Key driver of success

Do you have this use case
implemented in 2021?
Chatbots in
customer service

AI Report

29%

Individualised
Paywall

73%

13% 13%

Market-BasedPricing

73%

27%

Prediction of
churn-likelihood

73%

7

Prediction of
conversion-likelihood

73%

13% 13%

■ No

12

71%

■ No, but in development

Survey & Analysis

20%

■ Yes

In stark contrast to the current implementation is the
planned development of the use cases until 2024. For all
five use cases, at least half the publishers plan to have
them in production by 2024. Again, the usage of chatbots
is the least planned use case while prediction of churn-/
conversion-likelihood is, with more than 90% of publishers, the most desired one.

Do you plan to implement this use case
until 2024?
Chatbots in
customer service

50%

Individualised
Paywall

25%

Market-BasedPricing

64%

Prediction of
churn-likelihood

9

91%

Prediction of
conversion-likelihood

8

92%

■ No

■ Yes

AI use cases in editing
When speaking of AI in the context of news publishing,
usually the first named AI use cases are from the area of
editing. Terms such as robot journalism and personalised
article recommendations not only cause cheers but also
stir up fears. Robot journalism can be abused to produce
fake news and personalised recommendations can trap
readers in dangerous filter bubbles. This might be one
reason for the as yet slow AI adoption among news publishers. However, if applied responsibly, AI can also vastly improve content creation and distribution processes.

Content creation
Within content creation, the best known AI use case
is “Automatic content creation” also known as “robot
journalism.” It is within the three surveyed use cases the
one considered to be least relevant to news publishers.
This might be due to the fact that AI can right now only
produce texts with sufficient quality for very niche topics
such as sport match reports, weather forecasts or stock
market reports for which structured data is available.
How robot journalism was used to automate the coverage
of regional soccer matches at Dutch media group NDC
will be presented in a case study in the second part of
this report.

AI Report

Automatic
content adaptation
Automatic
content creation
Automatic
content planning

■ Irrelevant

8

31%

23%

23%

31%

31%

38%
31%

38%

■ Relevant

15%
31%

■ Very Relevant

■ Key driver of success

50%
75%

36%

How relevant do you think the adoption
of this use case is to the success of your
business?

In general, all three use cases are attributed high relevance by the publishers although the consumer revenue
use cases were, in comparison, considered to be more
relevant. It is interesting that almost 80% of publishers
already use or are developing some AI supported tool for
automatic content planning. This includes tools for social
media monitoring and automatic extraction of trending
topics as well as the analysis of recent articles on the publishers' own websites and automatically identifying the
stories that need a follow-up. Today, the least used AI use
case is “Automatic content adaptation,” which includes
all ways in which human written content is automatically
adapted to be optimised for different publication channels. Here, for example, text summaries and shortened
articles versions for mobile users can be created automatically. As with robot journalism, the low adoption rate
might be due to the reason that right now good AI tools
only exist for limited use cases such as automatic text
summarisation.

Do you have this use case
implemented in 2021?
Automatic
content adaptation

69%

Automatic
content creation
Automatic
content planning

■ No

46%
23%

8
23%

38%

■ No, but in development

23%
31%
38%

■ Yes

The majority of publishers plan to implement all three
use cases until 2024. Here “Automatic content planning”
is again the use case where most publishers plan to have
it in production by 2024. This corresponds well to the
attributed relevance and the current progress of this use
case’s adoption.

Survey & Analysis
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Do you plan to implement this use case
until 2024?
Automatic
content adaptation

31%

69%

Automatic
content creation

31%

69%

Automatic
content planning

15%

85%

■ No

■ Yes

Content distribution
When discussing AI supported use cases in the area of
content distribution, one mostly thinks of personalised
recommendations, i.e. shown on websites or in newsletters. However, there are a multitude of further use
cases that support or enhance content distribution. For
example, automatic content moderation, i.e. deletion
of improper user comments or automatic content extensions of text to other formats like text-to-audio or
text-to-video, can improve the user experience. Further,
to ease a reader’s navigation on websites, an AI tool can
automatically place links to related articles within an article or cluster related articles on topic pages. Within the
seven use cases shown to the survey respondents, none
gathered significantly different relevance assessments
compared to the others. However, it is interesting that
these use cases are on average the most often considered
to be “key drivers of success” in comparison to consumer
revenue and content creation use cases. This means that
they seem to be the most essential AI use cases for news
publishers. This makes sense as a publisher might still
sell subscriptions to readers without the support of AI
tools. On the other hand, readers are nowadays so used
to personalised content that a digital product without
such a feature would have low acceptance.

How relevant do you think the adoption
of this use case is to the success of your
business?
Automatic
content moderation

18%

55%

Automatic
content extension

9

36%

Automatic resurfacing
of archive content

9

Automatic link
placement in articles

Personalised web
pages

■ Irrelevant

27%

18%

Automatic creation
of topic pages
Personalised
newsletters

18%

36%
9

27%
45%
27%
64%

27%

■ Relevant

36%

27%

This is also reflected in the fact that the adoption of these
use cases reached more publishers compared to the
consumer revenue use cases. On average, a third of the
surveyed publishers responded that they have the use
cases already implemented. A few publishers additionally
are in the process of development. But most publishers have not yet started working on each of the content
distribution use cases. In the second part of this report,
we present a case study about how the French publisher
Ouest-France built a tool for the automatic resurfacing of
archive content.

Do you have this use case
implemented in 2021?
Automatic
content moderation
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9

55%

9

36%

Automatic resurfacing
of archive content

55%

9

36%

Automatic link
placement in articles

64%

Automatic creation
of topic pages

73%

Personalised
newsletters

45

Personalised web
pages

■ No

36%
27%
18%

55%

9

■ No, but in development

36%

■ Yes

Do you plan to implement this use case
until 2024?
Automatic
content moderation

18%

82%

Automatic
content extension

36%

Automatic resurfacing
of archive content

36%

Automatic link
placement in articles

27%

73%

36%

Automatic creation
of topic pages

27%

73%

36%

36%

As for consumer revenue and content distribution, a vast
majority of ~80% of the publishers plan to have each use
case implemented by 2024. This means that compared to
the chart about today's implementation roughly 50% of
the publishers plan to implement these use cases within
the next 3 years. There is a minority of ~20% of publishers that do not plan to implement each of the use cases.

36%

27%

27%

Automatic
content extension

27%

73%

18%

82%

Personalised
newsletters

18%

82%

Personalised
web pages

18%

82%

■ Very Relevant

■ No

■ Key driver of success

14

64%

Survey & Analysis

■ Yes

In what form are your data people
integrated in your business organisation?

Organisational and
technical setups for AI adoption
As seen in the previous sections, news publishers have
ambitious plans to increase AI adoption and implement
use cases within the coming years. This also implies
that sufficient organisational and technical prerequisites
have to be established. In this section, we summarise
the publishers’ approaches on these structural requirements to face the challenges coming with AI adoption.
The first question is whether to develop AI use cases
internally or externally. The survey responses show that
the most common approach is to tackle AI development
internally with own data teams. This has the advantage
that publishers have full control on the outcome and can
customise the resulting solutions to their specific needs.
However, the high percentage of publishers that buy AI
know-how externally either in the form of software or
have AI use cases built by external consults also shows
that publishers rarely restrict themselves to one way or
another. Usually external and internal approaches are
combined as best suited for the problem at hand.

AI use cases in our company
are implemented...
...through purchase
of software with Ai
components

33%

by external
consultants
...by our own
data team

As a centeral
service unit every
department has
access to

50%

Although most publishers have a central data service unit,
ideas for AI use cases are mostly generated in close collaboration of business and data teams at the majority of
the publishers. At roughly a quarter of the publishers, the
data team is solely responsible for driving the AI adoption. None of the publishers claimed that the business
teams fully decide on their own which AI use cases to
pursue and the data team is only the executing party.

Who generates ideas for AI use cases and
prioritises them?
Business
team

0%
15%
23%

Both in close
collaboration

62%

50%
79%

■ Yes

Another important question is how to integrate the new
data team in the organisation. Having a central data
service unit helps to prioritise AI development across
the organisation and it is easier to fully occupy the data
team. On the other hand, if you integrate the data people
directly within each department you have the benefit
of creating a better common understanding of business
problems and AI possibilities. This common understanding is a factor not to be underestimated in the development of successful AI use cases. The survey results show
that most publishers opted for building a central service
unit, followed by a hybrid approach. However, this might
also be due to the fact that most data teams are still small.
Hence having separate data teams in each department is
simply not feasible. This might change with an increasing
level of AI adoption.
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15%

Data
team

50%

■ No

8%

A mixture of
both previous

Both mostly
separately

67%

21%

Data people
integrated in each
department

Regarding the question of hosting the AI use cases in the
cloud or on premise, the majority of publishers moved
all their data related infrastructure into the cloud. There
is still a significant number of publishers that run some
processes locally and some in the cloud. But almost no
publishers run everything locally.

Where do you store your data and host all
relevant AI/data computations?
62%

Mostly in the cloud

31%

Mix of cloud and local
Mostly local

Survey & Analysis

8%
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CASE STUDY: Amedia in Norway

Amedia zeroes in on
reader engagement thanks
to machine learning tool
Amedia built a machine learning tool to compute an Engagement Index for each user combining a variety of user behaviour metrics into
a single number that best predicts the likelihood of the user to keep
using the news product.
Amedia is Norway’s largest publisher of local media titles
and Norway’s second largest media company overall. It
reaches 2.4 million readers daily across all platforms,
which accounts for almost 60% of the country’s adult
population. Some 54% percent of Amedia’s 677,000 subscribers are digital subscribers.
What kind of consumption behaviour on a digital news
platform characterises a happy and satisfied customer?
The answer to this question is fundamentally important for the success of a news organisation. It influences
every product design and content production decision as
these should be optimised to specifically encourage such
behaviour.
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Often the answer to the first question is that you must
“engage” users. But what does it really mean to be an
“engaged” user? Engagement is an abstract concept that
covers the level of the user’s interaction with the product,
but it cannot be pinned down to a single definition.
Modern web tracking tools provide a multitude of news
consumption metrics from the number of visits to the
number of articles read and the time spent on the website.
To make matters more complicated, these metrics are
evaluated over various timeframes and page categories.
Which of these metrics or which combination of metrics
to pick as your key engagement metric is no easy decision.

Case Studies

“We use the Engagement Index in
everything we do to see if it makes
a difference in reading habits.”

Amedia handed over this decision to a machine learning
algorithm, letting the algorithm select the best combination of metrics.

Building an algorithm
to define reader engagement
The algorithm takes up to 70 reader behaviour statistics
as an input and distills them into a single number that
best predicts how likely a reader is to stay loyal to the
product. At Amedia they call this number the “Engagement Index.” Through the design of the algorithm, the
Index has proven to be the most useful single-number description of a reader's behaviour that can have an impact
on whether the publisher will retain a subscriber.
Another benefit of the Engagement Index is that it separates the product’s and content’s influence on reader
loyalty from other external factors such as personal preferences or subscriber tenure. In other words, it captures
those factors that are currently affecting reader loyalty
– and that are under the publisher’s control.
When monitoring churn or retention percentages directly,
sometimes contrary effects are observed. For example, a
successful campaign of acquiring new customers usually results in high churn rates as new customers tend to
cancel their subscriptions more often.
The development of the Engagement Index aligns well
with Amedia’s general data philosophy as they primarily
see “data science as a function to automate analytics”
ahead of using data science to automate decisions like in
a personalisation tool.
“Our current situation is that we have plenty of information ready for machine learning,” says Igor Pipkin, Chief
Data Scientist at Amedia. “The stuff we do right now is to
get the information/insights ready for people to use that
information and understand the drivers better.”
For algorithms to predict churn, the Engagement Index
is not necessary; it can work directly with the raw data.
Humans, however, need a condensed form of the data to
make sense of it.
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A universal decision assistance tool
The Engagement Index covers exactly how well the organisation is doing at keeping readers satisfied and loyal
to the news product. As such, it can be used in a multitude of situations.
“We use the Engagement Index in everything we do to see
if it makes a difference in reading habits,” says Haakon
Johansen, VP Consumer Market at Amedia.
One application of the Engagement Index at Amedia is its
ability to visualise how different regions (on large maps)
are engaging with its content. This allows editors to see
where reader engagement is low, for example. Based on
this information, content production can then be analysed and optimised to try to increase reader engagement.
Similar exploration can be done on numerous segmentation, for example, gender or age.
The Engagement Index is also used to dig deep into
various data anomalies. For example, during the beginning of the pandemic in spring 2020 “we saw that reader
numbers quickly increased, but the average Engagement
Index remained rather constant,” Pipkin recalled.

Smart data at the core of growth strategy
Apart from the Engagement Index, Amedia pursues
various other AI use cases such as churn prediction and
personalisation. With aID, Amedia built its own log-in
system and has reached an astonishing 80% of logged-in
readers for local newspapers. This is especially valuable
in a very data-open country like Norway, where lots of
third-party data such as income information can be
enriched to the reader’s data.
Amedia puts a high value on a solid data foundation from
its logged-in readers and making sense of this data using
data science. According to Pipkin, this is very important
for the whole organisation because “the smart use of data
has a large contribution to the growth of Amedia subscriber numbers.”

WW Based on an interview with Igor Pipkin, PhD and
Chief Data Scientist at Amedia AS.

With aID, Amedia built its own
log-in system and has reached an
astonishing 80% of logged-in readers
for local newspapers.
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CASE STUDY: The Globe and Mail in Canada

Globe and Mail's own tool
reshapes the revenue ratio
The Globe and Mail of Toronto has fully committed itself to artificial
intelligence, developing AI-based tools under the moniker “Sophi” for
paid content, automated content placement, and analytics.
The publisher has honed its hybrid paywall into a precision instrument that converts interested users into
subscribers at an exceptionally high rate while allowing
casual visitors to engage with content undisturbed. The
paper credits Sophi with flipping its reader/advertising
revenue percentages to 70/30 from 30/70. Gordon Edall,
Vice President, Sophi, says, “We use Sophi Dynamic
Paywall to analyse both our users and our content and
determine whom to show a paywall or registration wall,
and whom to leave alone in order to maximise engagement with users with a low propensity to subscribe.” That
has triggered a 130% increase in registrations and a 51%
increase in subscription conversions.
The paywall tool also increases the effectiveness of
promotions. “We used to hold flash sales that were very
successful – but then we’d see big dips in subscriptions
immediately following the sales. Using Sophi Dynamic
Paywall, we’re able to offer discounts to the people with
a higher propensity to subscribe at a discount, and avoid
the post-sale dips all together,” Edall says.

“More than 60% of The Globe and
Mail subscriber base is digital-only.”
Site automation
The paper also uses AI in many other ways that indirectly
drive subscriptions and registrations. For instance, natural language processing is used to select stories to put
outside the paywall. In fact, a Sophi tool decides where
to place 99% of all digital content across The Globe and
Mail's properties. Edall says, “Our work on Sophi Site
Automation… is probably where we have had the biggest
impact, as we have been able to let the newsroom continue to do its work but use the machine to more effectively
drive performance of that content without putting the
brand at risk. It is able to effectively re-program hundreds of millions of promotion slots across all our pages
to produce combinations of content that better help our
audiences connect to our content.”

Sophi in real-time
One glimpse of what newsroom staff
at The Globe and Mail can see to
know how content is performing.
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“We used to rely on advertising
for 70% of our revenue. Since
using Sophi, we’ve been able to
flip that, and reader revenue now
accounts for 70% of revenue,
while ads account for 30%.”

Sometimes global optimisation is used to create a single
version of the home page that preserves a shared “page
one” news experience and lets the editors set an agenda.
At other times, segmented versions of pages are created
for readers in specific geographic areas or audiences from
a social media channel, to enable the system to more
effectively learn from the crowd. Although the managers believe in the value of personalisation, those two
approaches have been found to consistently drive better
performance. Sophi Site Automation has triggered a 17%
increase in CTR from the homepage and a 10% increase
in subscriber acquisition rate.

Long history of building paywall tools
Why would The Globe choose to build its own AI-based
tools? Says Edall, “Our belief [is] that existing tools are
less capable than the state of the art allows.” He continues, “We have a long history of building our own paywall
technologies, and in particular on the predictive modelling side of things, we have been able to build a worldclass team of data scientists and data engineers with
deep expertise in this area.”
More than 10% of the staff at The Globe is now in data
science and data engineering, he says. A 50-person team
is committed to developing – and commercialising – the
Sophi family of tools. The process of developing site automation originated from a desire for a single “true north”
metric that could be used across all departments to measure how content was performing. The data science team
developed a tool called Sophi Score. “It strips out promotion bias – comparing apples to apples, not an article that
sat at the top of the homepage, with a large image, to an
article buried at the bottom with no image – and ranks
every piece of content according to how valuable it is to
helping you achieve your goals, whether that’s subscriptions, retention, engagement, or so on.”
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The team then developed two more tools that provide
insights to the newsroom about what kinds of content are
over- and underperforming, what kinds of stories to do
more and less of, and what to stop doing all together.
“Once we knew exactly what types of content we needed
to create and promote, our editor-in-chief asked if we
could automate the placement of that content so our most
valuable content was always in the most valuable places
on our site. After starting slowly, with Sophi suggesting
what to do and editors training the AI by accepting and
rejecting those suggestions, the newsroom grew comfortable and confident in Sophi’s ability to correctly represent our brand and values and asked us to automate the
process,” says Edall.
“Now Sophi reprograms all of the pixels across all of our
digital properties every 10 minutes to optimise content
curation and enable The Globe to achieve its goals, and
our editors are free to focus on what’s most important –
creating the powerful stories that shape our world.”
Of course, whenever tasks are transferred from people to
technology, culture change is inevitable, and that process
is rarely without hiccups. Edall says, “We were fortunate
that our editor-in-chief really led the charge to start
using AI and ML to support his editorial team, and his
openness and desire to transform the newsroom of the
future enabled us to create the Sophi you see today. There
have been bumps along the way, and not everything
works as we’d like on the first try, but that’s part of our
culture of failing fast, learning, and moving forward.”

Some Sophi stats
WW 51% increase in subscription conversion
WW Subscription revenue gained was 10
times as much as the ad revenue lost

WW G&M has seen a 17% increase in
CTR from the home page and a 10%
increase in subscriber acquisition rate.

WW 53% increase in reader loyalty
WW 130% increase in registrations
WW 22% increase in registered visitor
engagement
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CASE STUDY: Ouest-France

How Ouest-France adds
new life to archived content
A collaborative research project between Ouest-France and the companies Twipe and Syllabs resulted in the creation of an internal search
engine based on a predictive score that helps the newspaper surface,
republish, and monetise archival content.
With the help of this internal tool, French regional
newspaper Ouest-France is giving a second life to old
articles while garnering page views with little effort on
the journalists’ part.
Ouest-France is the country’s largest newspaper with a
daily circulation of more than 600,000 copies, according to ACPM. It introduced digital subscriptions several
years ago and has since garnered nearly 200,000 subscribers to its various offers.

The idea for the two-year project, which began in August
2018, came from Jean-Pierre Besnard, Project and Incubation Manager at Ouest-France, who drew his inspiration from photo features introduced by Facebook and
Apple Photos that allowed users to look back on memories from a particular day.
“The project was born with the idea that it could give a
second life to old articles,” Besnard said. “We’re not necessarily talking about evergreen content. We’re talking
about old content that can be republished nearly in the
same way as it was first published.”

Example of a 30-year-old article re-published from the archive of Ouest-France. © Ouest France Archives.
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The best scoring
articles typically have
a very strong image,
relate to a local and
important event such
as a storm or flood
and involve a (local)
celebrity. Lower performing articles relate
to new technology
introductions, local
sports events with little
lasting value or topics
from the recent past.

Ouest-France has its own internal data science team, but
Besnard chose to partner with the Belgian technology
company Twipe, and Syllabs, a company based in France
specialised in language processing.
Of his decision to collaborate with external partners
rather than solely relying on in-house staff, he said: “I
think the best way to work is to mix both. We know our
job, but sometimes it's very interesting and rich to work
with someone outside of the organisation.”

Collaboration with clear focus areas
In terms of focus areas during the project, Ouest-France
provided access to content, offered editorial support, developed an internal search engine, and set up an internal
data lake.
Twipe was in charge of project and experiment definition,
as well as the development of machine learning and AI
algorithms. Syllabs focused on the semantic analysis of
the articles. Using their software, they analysed each article and identified a number of features such as Named
Entities and Sentiment, which were stored as input to
Twipe’s machine learning models.

“The project was born with the idea
that it could give a second life to old
articles. We’re not necessarily talking about evergreen content. We’re
talking about old content that can be
republished nearly in the same way
as it was first published.”
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The project resulted in the creation of a “content monetisation predictive score,” assigned to each of the more
than 30 million articles in the Ouest-France content
archive and designed to assess an article’s potential to
generate page views.
“Initially, we had three goals in mind,” Besnard said. “The
first was to consider it from a page views angle, the next
was engagement, and the last was subscriptions. We
could imagine three algorithms on three of these points
of view, but we only had time for the first one.”
The partners also built an internal search engine tool
based on the predictive score, which surfaces articles
from the archive, allowing journalists to select and republish them with just a few clicks.

Creating the predictive score
As a first step, two journalists at Ouest-France analysed 1,000 articles to determine whether they would be
suitable for republishing, while Twipe developed a set of
algorithms that could assign a predictive score to each
piece of content.
According to Twipe, the score is “composed of a static
element, which indicates the intrinsic lifetime value of
the article, and a dynamic score, which indicates the relevance of the content within the current news context.”
The static element is based on a number of different factors, such as the original publication date, the length of
the article, mentions of famous people, brands or places,
and so on. The dynamic part takes trending news topics
into account and is recalculated on a rolling basis.
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RETRO content stats
WW The best scoring articles typically have a
strong image, related to a local and important event such as a storm or flood
and involve a (local) celebrity. Lower-performing articles related to new technology introductions, local sports events
with little lasting value or topics from the
recent past.

WW Over 30 million archived articles were
tagged. Each article within the OuestFrance archive received a content monetisation predictive score, highlighting its
evergreen potential to generate engagement through republishing.

WW The content monetisation predictive
score is a combined metric composed
of a static element, which indicates the
intrinsic lifetime value of the article, and
a dynamic score, which indicates the relevance of the content within the current
news context.

WW 50% of relevant articles were selected
for republication. Of the articles with a
high evergreen score, half got selected
by journalists for republication.

WW More than 500 articles have been republished. Some articles were selected
by a journalist and others selected by
the algorithm. Republished articles generated strong reader engagement, when
well selected and positioned within the
news content of the day.

Archived content brings inspiration
When Twipe first shared the results from the project in
March 2021, around 500 articles had been republished.
Currently, journalists republish about 20 articles per
week, according to Besnard.

Although republished articles outperformed newly published articles in certain cases, Besnard said gaining high
page view numbers via republished content is complex.
“We had about 20 articles that have reached a high audience, but it's very hard to reach audiences with old content. However, it’s very useful for other things,” he said.
Concretely, the search engine that was built as part of
the project shows editorial teams the highest performing
articles that have been published on a particular day in
previous years, which can serve as inspiration for content
production.
“This way, they can see what happened 10 or 20 years ago
and know that it’s time to talk about it again,” Besnard
said. “It’s very useful for editorial teams, not just for
republishing.”

High efficiency gains
Use of this search engine also proved efficient. Journalists republished 46% of the articles that were scored
highly by the algorithms, allowing them to surface the
right articles five times faster than journalists working
independently. Naturally, however, not all article suggestions were suitable for republication, and were thus
disregarded by the editorial team.
These included articles that lacked a high-quality picture,
articles that focused on major sporting events with little
relevance today or that covered figures in the local community who had since become controversial.
Using the tool, each editorial team can look at articles
specific to their region, and automatically publish them
to the respective local homepage as well as to a dedicated
page that features all republished content. All of these
articles are marked with the word Retro in the title and a
label on the main image, and also contain an explanation
that the article came from the archive.
At the moment, all republished articles are freely available to readers, but Besnard said he could imagine
putting them behind a paywall to test if that contributes
to subscription growth.

WW By Simone Flückiger. This case study was based on
an article originally produced by Twipe.

Articles that performed well in terms of page views typically featured a strong image, and related to an important local event or celebrity. Lower-performing articles,
on the other hand, revolved around topics such as local
sports events with little lasting value.
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CASE STUDY: Mediahuis in Belgium

Mediahuis’ data-driven plan
to increase reader revenue
With news organisations increasingly focusing on their digital subscription business, finding ways to improve acquisition and retention of subscribers has become key. Seeking to achieve this in a personalised and
efficient manner, Mediahuis is aiming to implement a fully data-driven,
more automated customer journey.
Mediahuis, headquartered in Belgium, set itself the goal
of implementing a fully automated data-driven customer
journey with the aim of increasing revenue and reducing
churn. With this in mind, the company wants to target its
potential and existing customers with the best registration offer, the best sales offer, and the best retention journey in an automated, efficient, and personalised manner.
“The main question among all our entities, at least from
a data science and business perspective, is how do you
acquire new subscribers, keep current subscribers happy,
and retain those subscribers, while doing this in the most
efficient, personalised manner,” said Jessica Bulthé, Data
Science Business Partner at Mediahuis during WAN-IFRA’s recent Digital Media Europe conference.
“The answer? A data-driven customer journey.”

Why retention policy deserves priority
Using a churn propensity prediction model developed
in-house, incorporating machine learning, Mediahuis
is targeting a selection of existing customers who seem
likely to churn but worthwhile to keep, and who could
potentially be persuaded to stay on.
“In an era of relatively scarce small data, for instance, one
CRM database is more or less manageable to be followed
up by human assessment,” said Jan-Bart Vervenne, Data
Scientist at Mediahuis.

“But in the big data era where tracked digital reading
behaviour and service centre interaction data is available
as well, this task has become more and more complex.
Computer algorithms can be of help to support humans
in this process.”

.

Mediahuis in a nutshell
WW In recent years, Belgian-based Mediahuis has rapidly developed and acquired
several media groups, such as NDC
Mediagroep in the Netherlands in 2020
(see case study on the following pages)
and Ireland’s Independent News & Media in 2019. The company is now active
in four countries, counts some 4,300
employees, and says it brings in 1 billion
euros in revenue per year.

WW The company developed a churn prediction model using ML, and the results
that it is able to predict loyalty at an
accuracy of 91 percent, able to predict
that 60 percent of those who effectively
churn will churn, and that 75 percent of
predicted churners effectively churn.

WW Now Mediahuis is developing a propensity-to-buy model.
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How they built the churn model
Vervenne outlined the steps Mediahuis took to build a
churn propensity prediction model:
Step 1: Collecting raw customer data from company
databases (subscription data, first-party data, contact
centre data, webshop transaction data, digital reading
behaviour data)
Step 2: Equating whether customers remained loyal in
the past against a selection of customer behaviour variables derived from those company databases.
Step 3: Letting the computer derive patterns that differentiate between loyal and non-loyal customers in the past
(the training part).
Step 4: Comparing patterns with current customer behaviour. Based on the degree of pattern correspondence,
current customers are scored on their future loyalty.
“By combining churn score information with other
customer information, a churn model can be a pillar of a
more systematic retention policy,” Vervenne said.
The results of the churn prediction model show it is able
to predict loyalty at an accuracy rate of 91%, able to predict that 60% of those who effectively churn will churn,
and that 75% of predicted churners effectively churn.

Bringing churn propensity prediction
into retention policy
For Mediahus, making use of this model for its daily
retention business is the most important step, which
currently remains a work in progress.
This process involves continuously updating all customers' scores with the most recent data on a regular basis,
as well as defining, testing and scaling up audiences and
inbound and outbound treatment scenarios based on
churn scores and other KPIs.

Inbound
treatment scenarios, which have yet to be defined, refer to scenarios that are pursued when customers
initiate an interaction with Mediahuis, whereas outbound
refers to scenarios where Mediahuis takes the initiative
to contact customers.

What’s next?
In addition to its churn prediction model, Mediahuis
started working on a propensity to buy model a few
months ago to be able to predict whether someone will
buy a subscription and what type of subscription they will
buy in the next month.
In terms of initial results, Bulthé said they looked promising for both logged-in and anonymous users, with the
model correctly predicting in eight out of 10 cases whether somebody will buy a subscription in the next month.
“That's a good first step towards adding propensity to buy
and the next best action modeling for propensity to buy,”
Bulthé said.
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CASE STUDY: NDC in The Netherlands

How NDC is scoring
with robot journalism
Dutch regional publisher NDC combines robot journalism and crowdsourcing to cover
all 60,000 regional football matches this season. The new content is part of the group's
reader revenue strategy.
Dutch regional media group NDC, publisher of three
daily titles and more than 40 weeklies, has ramped up
for the first post-COVID football season with a reader
promise to cover every single local match. This extended sports coverage is part of the publisher's strategy to
build out the value of its local journalism, thereby driving
reader revenues. “For a regional publisher like us, being
able to cover all matches of all divisions is engagement
gold,” says NDC Sport Product Manager Ard Boer. "This
is content that's not available anywhere else."

The power of local content
Covering 60,000 football matches is a commitment far
beyond the capacity of the newsroom. NDC's solution is
to have robots write the match reports, while photos and
comments from coaches are collected through a crowdsourcing platform.
While the local amateur football stories are free to read,
they constitute a strategic part of NDC's subscription
offer. It's all about providing coverage that's not available
anywhere else, to drive engagement in local communities.
The idea is to use this unique – free – local content to
drive engagement at the top of the funnel, getting readers
to convert on more in-depth stories about amateur or
pro sports. With the robots covering the volume of local
matches, sport reporters' time is freed up to write human
interest stories about individual players and other sports
journalism that drives conversions.
The uniqueness of local journalism is a key factor in
driving subscription sales, according to Boer. “The more
we look into what drives conversions on our sites, the
clearer it is that the number one factor is that people look
for content that is not available anywhere else. It's all
about the stories important to the north of the Netherlands, which don't interest the rest of the country. And
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While the local amateur football stories are free to read, they
constitute a strategic part of NDC's subscription offer.

that includes sports. For example, we've had live streams
from practice matches with one of the top teams, F C
Groningen, which have been some of the top converting
stories this year.”

Cost-efficiency content
As for the uniqueness of the automated match reports,
Boer sketches out what he normally has to do to keep up
with his own nephew’s amateur football and how there
are currently no articles about each game, about the
ongoing progress, or the league tables, let alone any kind
of feedback from people at the pitch. “The match reports
are unique hyperlocal content – it’s important for me if
it’s my nephew, but also for his dad, his neighbour, kids
from his class and other friends. If you can scale the
number of events and make it cost efficient, it’s worth the
trouble and nobody else is doing this now.”
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NDC's match reports are provided by Swedish automated
editorial content specialist United Robots. The crowdsourcing platform has been developed by NDC with support from United Robots, who already operate a similar
service in Sweden, whereby team coaches are prompted
to comment via text message after each match.

.

NDC in a nutshell
NDC Mediagroep is a Dutch publisher of
newspapers, magazines, and websites
focused on the three northern provinces
of the Netherlands: Drenthe, Friesland
and Groningen. It is owned by Mediahuis.
Headquarters are in Leeuwarden, other
offices in Groningen and Meppel.

WW The automated sports content is published in the two major daily NDC titles:
Leeuwarder Courant (www.lc.nl) for the
region of Friesland and Dagblad van het
Noorden (www.dvhn.nl) for the regions
Drenthe and Groningen.

WW Total number of subscribers: 194,000
WW Total monthly uniques: 3.7 milliion

Currently, about 80% of the content on the three NDC
daily titles' websites is premium. And while the automated match reports are free to read, they are part of the full
spectrum of unique local journalism, according to Boer.
Mapping out the sports journalism in a matrix of free /
paid and pro / amateur, the different types of sports content cover all levels of the reader revenue funnel, driving
NDC's subscription strategy.
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In NDC’s case, the platform will allow coaches to comment as well as provide data about goal scorers and will
allow both coaches and others around the pitch to upload
match photographs. “As soon as we have the official result
the coach gets a text message saying ‘Hey, your team
lost 3-0, what happened?’ They can explain, mention the
players that were exceptional, or not, and all of this is
automated.”

Long-term thinking
Ard Boer also sees a number of cumulative benefits of the
robot stories: “From an SEO perspective, if a name gets
mentioned and somebody Googles their own name they
end up with us. It’s also a big driver for engagement: we
reach out to the really small events. If you’re in sports
you want to be mentioned in media. Every coach in the
Netherlands takes it very seriously, everyone wants to
be in the paper. This means we get really close to a very
large group of people.”
There’s also an advantage when it comes to publication
speed: “The other thing with this is that this robot is very
fast. As soon as we have the official result from the football association we can publish within minutes, which
you can’t do with human journalists.”
While it’s still an experimental feature, there are also
possibilities for using crowdsourcing to have pitch side
spectators updating information while the game is in
progress so it can be followed by those watching other
matches at the same time.

Driving community engagement
While the automated football coverage is now live on
NDC's sites, there is still some work to do to make it more
easily discoverable, including building out more local
subpages which can be populated with local match stories. “The robot stories, combined with the crowdsourcing element, drive inclusivity and engagement in the local
sports communities, and by extension create value in our
news brand. We believe this will help us grow our reader
revenue business," says Boer.

Case Studies

WAN-IFRA
Reports
Access to an array of knowledge

Just visit our microsite at:
www.wan-ifra.org/insights/

Connecting to AI suppliers
Here is a list of WAN-IFRA member technology providers that either
specialise in AI tools or feature them prominently in their solutions.
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Member

Website

Country

1plusX AG

www.1plusx.com

Switzerland

Agate Systems Limited

www.f6s.com/agatesystemslimited

United Kingdom

Atex Global Media S.p.a.

www.atex.com

Italy

Chartbeat, Inc.

www.chartbeat.com

USA

CRUX Knowledge Ltd

www.crux.kn

United Kingdom

EidosMedia S.p.a

www.eidosmedia.com

Italy

Fiare Oy

https://fiareconsulting.com

Finland

Froomle

www.froomle.ai

Belgium

Globe and Mail – Sophi

www.sophi.io

Canada

iApps Technologies GmbH

https://iapps-technologies.com/en/

Germany

InterRed GmbH

www.interred.de

Germany

Marfeel Solutions S.L.

www.marfeel.com

Spain

Mather Economics LLC

www.mathereconomics.com

USA

Monetise Pte. Ltd. (Few¢ents)

www.fewcents.co

Singapore

MPP Global Solutions Limited

www.mppglobal.com

United Kingdom

Naviga Global

www.navigaglobal.com

USA

Newsback

www.newsback.com

France

Newstream Ltd.

https://thenewstream.com

Hungary

Piano Software, Inc

https://piano.io

USA

Poool

www.poool.fr

France

ppi Media GmbH

www.ppimedia.de

Germany

Protecmedia S.A.

www.protecmedia.com

Spain

PUBLISH, INC.

https://publishinc.io/en/

Korea (Republic)

Rubrikk Group AS - Classifieds

www.rubrikkgroup.com

Norway

Scope Content AG

www.startup.ch/scope

Switzerland

Semrush Inc.

www.semrush.com

USA

SMARTICO

https://smartico.eu

Bulgaria

Stibo DX A/S

www.stibodx.com

Denmark

The Story Market

www.thestorymarket.co/services/content-analytics

Germany

Tipser AB

https://tipser.co/en

Sweden

Twipe Mobile Solutions NV

www.twipemobile.com

Belgium

United Robots

www.unitedrobots.ai

Sweden

UpScore GmbH

www.upscore.com/en

Germany

WhiteBeard

www.whitebeard.me

Lebanon

Zephr

www.zephr.com

United Kingdom
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About the contributors
Ole Martin is Senior Data Scientist at Schickler since 2018. He has first-hand experience in building AI use cases and developing data intelligence solutions from
many projects for news media companies. His area of expertise reaches from the
technical foundations of Machine Learning and Data Engineering to conceptual
consulting on how to best attack these topics within an organization.
Christoph Mayer is Managing Partner and Head of Data Science at Schickler. In
the past 10 years he worked on numerous projects for media companies across
all possible media sectors and business divisions. Noticing the upcoming relevance of AI and the benefits of combining data expertise with business expertise,
he was the main driver of building up a Data Science Team at Schickler.
Simone Flückiger has covered the news media industry for the past six years,
working for WAN-IFRA, the World Editors Forum and as a freelancer. She focuses
her research and reporting on all topics related to newsroom and quality journalism, has authored a number of Trends in Newsroom research reports for WEF,
and regularly contributes to other WAN-IFRA reports.
Cecilia Campbell is the Chief Marketing Officer for Swedish tech start-up United
Robots, who deliver automated content to newsrooms. She has over 20 years experience reporting on the news publishing industry internationally. Before joining
United Robots, she worked for WAN-IFRA, co-leading the reader revenue group,
and authoring numerous reports – two focused on reader revenue.
Dean Roper is Director of Insights and Editor-in-Chief of WAN-IFRA. He is responsible for coordinating all activities related to the organisation’s array of content
and research. He has more than 30 years’ experience working in the news publishing industry, much of that time spent researching, analysing, identifying and
ultimately reporting about global news media developments.

.

About Schickler Consulting
Schickler Consulting, part of the Highberg
Group, is a leading consultancy for the media
industry in Germany and the DACH region.
With the experience of more than 1,500
projects, Schickler recognised the increasing
relevance of AI and data intelligence for media companies. With a rapidly growing Data
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Science Team and over 30 years of consulting
experience, it became a partner for publishers
to develop AI use cases and build data infrastructures. One of its most recent projects is
DRIVE where Schickler leads a data intelligence network of more than 20 regional news
publishers in Germany and Austria.
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